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"I HAVE A DREAM"



8 things needed for the room
In the Afrophobia room you need the following things:

One bigger and one 1.
smaller lockable box

2. Four code locks with
four number combinations

3. A code lock with four
 letter combinations

4. A small part of a dishcloth 5. One whiteboard pen, and one 
permanent  highlighter

6. A backpack with five 
compartments

7. A UV lamp with 
four AAA batteries.

8. A uv-pen



Preparations

On the following map, named "puzzle2-map", you need to draw some dots, and then laminate the
paper so that the students during the game can draw lines between the dots using a whiteboard
pen that forms the number 1921. See below picture for example. 

In the documents "Puzzle2-map" and "Africa map" the following need to be added manually:

Start by printing the materials needed for the room, which can be found in the following link:

        https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1aj_-yz1EwuUf4ryVF5eMSXAvjOlv9jxo?usp=sharing

Step 1

Step 2
After you have printed all the material, you also need to laminate the documents which are named
"racism line" and "the berlin conference / puzzle 1en se se". NOTE! You just print and laminate the
English text, and ignore the translation in Swedish.

Step 3

It is now time to start printing, laminating and preparing certain documents.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1aj_-yz1EwuUf4ryVF5eMSXAvjOlv9jxo?usp=sharing


Marocko = 1955
Gambia = 1965
Nigeria = 1960
Tunisien = 1956
Egypten = 1922
Sudan = 1956
Eritrea =1993
Etiopien = 1995
Somalia = 1960
DRC = 1960

Write with a UV pen the following year of independence in each country:

In the document named "Africa map", you only need to print the last two pages that are in
English. Then write the year of independence in each country with a UV pen, so that the
students during the game can shine at the country with a UV lamp to see the years. See image
below for example.



Step 4

Laminate a white paper (A5)

Write the following numbers on the laminated paper in the same position as the
picture below with a permanent highlighter.

Use a whiteboard pen to write different numbers in a certain order on the remaining part
of the paper so that it resembles the picture below. It is important that the permanent
highlighter and whiteboard pen have the same black color, so that the players does not
figure out the number immediately.



Step 5
After you have printed the document called "speech final edition", glue all the papers
together except the last page so that a speech is formed. See image below for example.

As for the last page, all the pieces should be cut out separately. So there should be five
loose pieces from the speech.



Step 6

After you have printed the document named "book print", cut out each book cover
individually.

For the book covers that can be matched, turn the pages on these and write parts of
words that together form the word "EDUCATING". See example in the picture below
where the backside of six book covers is shown.



After you have printed the document named "country cards", cut out the different
information cards one by one. NOTE! You only need to cut out the country cards that are
in English.

Step 7

Then laminate the cards, ie a total of 10 cards.



Step 8

In the document named "puzzles 4-6", cut out the following part. NOTE! You only need to
cut out the part that are in English.

Cut the following part. NOTE! You only need to cut out the part that are in English.



Cut the following parts:

Then laminate each part, ie five pieces.



1885
1921
1960
2011

BRYT (BREAK in english)

Start by setting the locks to the following number combinations:
 

Lock with four number combinations:

 
 
 

Lock with four letter combinations:

Prepare the room
It is now time to start preparing the room for the students to play.

Step 1

Step 2
Leave the two smallest of the backpack's five compartments unlocked. In one of these
compartments, place one of the four batteries from the UV lamp. So there are now only three
batteries left inside the UV lamp. In the other compartment, place the smaller piece of dishcloth that
you previously cut off.



In the largest compartment of the backpack, place the material presented below, and then lock the
compartment with the padlock that has the number combination 1885.

Step 3
Now you place the document named "speech" that you previously printed and glued together, as well
as the document about the Berlin conference that you previously printed and laminated - and place
these in the side compartment of the bag, which is unlocked. One tip is to roll the documents.

Step 4

Whiteboardpen

The firs
t part of the

speech that you

previously cut out

The map with the dots you earlier
marked out and laminated

Large box with code lock: 1921

See the next page for what should be inside the box

Code lock:
 1885



In one of the smaller compartments on the backpack, place the following documents, and then lock
the compartment with the padlock that has the number combination 1960.

UV lamp with a

missing battery 

The second part of
the speech that you
previously cut out

Africa map, where the years of 
independence previously filled in 

with UV pen

10 info cards about the countries
as you previously printed and

laminated

x10

Step 5

Paper with numbers that 
you previously filled in

Text called "the first of January" that you 
previously cut out and laminated

The third part of the

speech that you

previously cut out

Code lock:
1960



Code lock:
2011

x5

Step 6
In the backpack's second largest compartment, place the following material and then lock the
compartment with the padlock that has the number combination 2011.

Small box with code lock: BRYT (BREAK in english)
See below what should be inside the box.

Fourth part of the speech that 
you previously cut out

Five different pieces of paper on racist
and anti-racist acts that were

previously cut out and laminated

Quote from Ibrahim x. Kendi
that you previously cut out

and laminated

Anti-racist line that you
previously laminated

The last part of the speech,
which is empty, and which you

previously cut out

Instruction card that you 
previously cut out and laminated

Several different book covers that
were previously cut out and laminated



Now the room is ready to be played!

The manual for the game can be found in the following link:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pHqksz3xEwk_sRsowMR0HTTx8PUClYDo/view?usp=sharing

GOOD LUCK!
GOOD LUCK!
GOOD LUCK!

Bring the backpack to the classroom and place it on a table




